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 French Market contribution  
 

BCE Glossary 
 
 
The analysis was done jointly with AFTI and AMAFI within working groups. 
 
The French Association of Securities Professionals (AFTI) comprises more than 600 
participants from the post-trading sector of the securities industry. The Association’s remit is 
to promote and represent these professions in France and the European Union. 
 
The French Association for Financial Markets (AMAFI) gathers nearly 130 members. Most of 
these are investment firms, but some are credit institutions with authorization to provide 
investment services. The majority of the Association’s members is active in the areas of 
equities and derivatives, and around one-third are subsidiaries or branches of foreign 
institutions. 
 
 

1. Introduction 
 
On 30th September 2008, the Eurosystem launched a public consultation on a glossary of 
terms relating to the technical aspects of payment, clearing and settlement systems in the EU, 
defined in a user-friendly and non-legalistic style in order to promote their acceptance. 
 
The French Market would like to thank the Eurosystem for having taken this initiative to 
constitute the glossary that would be used as a reference and common standards for the 
European Countries. We therefore welcome favourably this consultation. 
 
The glossary will allow a consistent approach amongst European participants and will 
certainly facilitate settlement of misunderstandings or confusion. 
 
 

2. Executive Summary 
 
In order for this work to be fully efficient, the glossary should stick to four main conditions 
 
Exhaustiveness of terms: however for the time being, several words do not appear although 
they are for instance extensively used in some T2S sub groups (ex user acceptance testing, 
conditional settlement facility...). Therefore, we press the Eurosystem to reconcile this 
glossary with the on-going work on the various sub groups organised by the ECB. 
 
Regular basis refreshment: As the work to define CCBM2, T2S is on-going we should 
agree on the principle that the glossary has to be refreshed on a regular basis. It could be the 
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case for instance when the ECB produces some key documents such as User Requirements, 
UDFS…). 
 
Clear indication of what is common and what is specific between payments and 
securities business: we believe that this glossary should clearly indicate what is the 
terminology strictly dedicated to payment or to securities business (and sometimes to other 
businesses) and define precisely the common terminology. Some words could create 
confusion such as “clearing house” which do not have the same meaning regarding payments, 
securities business, listed derivatives or OTC derivatives.  
 
Defined governance: We need also a clear indication of if this glossary is only for training 
purpose or intend to provide us with legal definitions which can modify a little bit the 
explanation of each word. 
Finally, it should be made clear from the beginning which instance within the ECB gets the 
ownership of that deliverable.  
From a user point of view, it is crucial to know where we should give our comments on a 
regular basis if we believe some definitions need to be modified and it is also crucial that we 
know how the requests coming from the various markets will be tackled and in which timing 
by this ECB entity 
 
 
 
Obviously we stay at your disposal in order to clarify our answer. For any information or 
action you can contact Marc SALVAT at m.salvat@noos.Fr 
 

3. Comments on the glossary 
 
We understand quite clearly most of the definitions provided in this glossary but some words 
need to be fine tuned: 
 
Clearing member: we propose to modify the very last sentence of the definition with the 
following proposal:” All trades guaranteed by a Central Counterparty must be settled through 
a clearing member” 
 
Cross-border settlement/Domestic settlement: we propose the following: “a settlement that 
implies the move of a security from one country to another country”. 
In fact in the current definition, cross-border settlement is triggered by the location of one of 
the counterparty to the deal .But if both counterparties are foreign counterparties and agree to 
deal on a stock belonging to another country and using the settlement system of that country, 
this settlement should not be considered as cross border settlement but rather as domestic 
settlement 
 
Final Transfer/final settlement: although the definitions are correct, we propose to separate 
them into two different items because they represent different meanings. 
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Oversight: The definition is clearly focused on the payment systems with the description of 
the important role of central banks and there is only a small comment on the increasing role of 
central bank to control clearing and settlement systems. 
In our view, oversight definition should be broader. It should by any agreed body that will 
have the objectives of safety and efficiency by promoting the monitoring of existing and 
planned systems, by assessing them against the applicable standards and principles, and 
whenever possible and where necessary by including changes 
For example, Central Banks are playing this role versus the payment systems. 
 
 
 
 


